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Tbe general surgierd and histological procedu=
thatwereusedhavebeendescribedpreviously(Mishkin,
1934). The lesions were bflaterai and were made in
ow me.
The inferotemporal lesions included the
mid~, inferior, and fusiform gyri, sparing the pohr
coanteriorlyand ending poskriorly about i cm.
in front of and paralkl to the ascendinginferior occipiti SUICUS.
One S sustained a sfight amount of
de
to the ldt superiortemporalgyms. With this
=c6ption, the ~f damagecorrespondedclosely to
.e (1947) Areas TE and TF.
von Benin and
‘ lted in a smau amount of
in n. #&tiWti mrd~.
included the pofar tip md
The- tipi~
mrt*@ar
* ~~
surfacefrom the longitu~

throughw ~
ftt the plyw~ ~1.
A ~edule was
fotiowedWM Wanted * ord~ of *
with rto A of H
and side of ~ntation.
Latency of
resw,
and unusual or incorrect ~nses
w~e
noted. Twenty-four M
(twq triafsfor each siaedde
combiition) were given 3 days and 1 day before
operation. Twelve triah were given 1, 4, and 7 days
after operation.
.
In a seeond test of visuaf fields, ten peanutswere
pkreedupon the floor of the testing compartmentto
form a be paraki to, and 3 k. from, the front of the
cage. The order of choice and the time required to
respond were recorded. ~
-t was given one day
before operationand @r d sew days after operation.
‘
‘:-’.
.
.

,,~
:i.
;

..
,“
1
i
.1
‘$

~. ‘Aceordfng to Talbot and Maw
(1941), *
htd
octipital surfacereceivesprojectionsfrom about
*
degreesof the centd visual field. Removing this
am caretrograde degeneration in the inter-te
wedeshaped third of the bteral genitiate
bodies and qu+tionable degeneration in posterior
areas of n. @tinarfi inferti contiguousto the lateral
genietites. Reconstructionsof the lesions and representative crom wtions of the cerebral hemispheres
and thahmi are presentedin Figurei.

Procdure
A@~atm
NeSs

.

ad

T~h

were trainedin a WisconsinGneral Testing

Apparatus, pkced within an air-conditioned, soundproofed room. A *ties of eight taskswas presentedto
each S. Four,.of the tasks—VisualFields and Acuity,
two Patterned-Stringtasks, and Sti-Discrimination
Thresholds-were included as potential measures of
sensory defects. The four othem—Food Recognition,
Object LearningSet, PatternDiwriminationLearning,
and Diserirniiation Transfer—wereincluded as potential m~ures of impairmentin learning.The eight
tasks are deseribedbelow in the order in which they
weregiven.
V&d F&
ad Acutiy. A plywood panel, painted
flat b~,
was placed on the floor of the testing compartment.The S was trainedto pull in a c~rse white
string placed on the bla& panel to obtain a peanut
attached to the far end of the string. BM surgical
thread of four sises was substitutedin formal testing
(USP H, O.M mm. in diameter;USP H, 0.15 mm.;
USP O, 0.3 mm.; and USP 3, 0.6 mm.). One end of
the threadwas 3 in. from S’s cage, eitherin the center
or 4 in. to the rightor left of center.The end with the
peanut attachd was always in the center, 15 in. from
the cage; to permit rceovery of the thread after a
response,it actually extendedbeyond this far “end,”

and 6 in. apart; the ~
.endawere 21 h from the
~
md tither 6 in, Or ~~ in. ~rt.
A Peanut WSS
attaehed tothefarend
ofti
eftheti,
Asin
the Viid FffMs and Acuity test,**
-tended
beyondits visiblefar “end” ah
a hok in thex.
The designs of the eight pmbkms are repr=nted
in F-e
2.
=
of the 16 possibb presentationswas given
once a day for IS days, the order of p-ntation
‘@W
~&. A ~~
-Vb the animal
touched ~ther eham. kqt
as noted, nomorrection
p-ure
waa A
in this and all the*
desenbed
beti. These taskswere W given after operationonly.
The training period etiended from about two weeks
to one year postoperatively.
Training.The Ss were
Pat&& Sttings:C&~
trained on the “single+rossing”problem (Fig. 2, No. 5)
correct in 30
for 30 trkds a day to a criterionof ~0
trials. &flermann’s (1933) sequenees were used on
this and su~quent tasks to determinethe order of
left-right placement of the reward. After completing
this problem, Ss were trained on the “single+rossing
with ben&’ problem(No. 7) and tinallyon the “doublecmssing” problem (No. 8). Beeauseof the long response
latenties of some Ss on some problems, a trial was
ended and scoredas an error if no responsewas made
within 1 min. Training on a task was stopped at 500
trirdsif an S had not rcaehedcriterion.
P&n-ficrimititi
krning.
In this and the
fouowing t~s
a ~<n. board with two foodwells 1:
in. in d-eter and 15 in. apart,was placedon the floor
of the test compartment.A peanut WaS placed in one
well and coveredby the “positive” stimulus of a given
pair; the empty well was covered by the “negative~~
stimulus. The diirimimnda for this task were diws
of ~-in. maaonite, 3 in. n dmeter. The figureswere
appfied** fit-bl~
pfit on ~t-w~te ba~grounds
(or the reverse) and were designed to cover half the
surfacearea of the discs.
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FIG. 1. Reconstructions of the lesions and represexltative cross sections of cerebral hemispheres and thalami.
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WY
ttils were dvm daily on a given @ of
stimu~ untti S met the criterion of ~.
comt in
30 tas. On the first problemody, Ss werestoppod at
SW &ls if they had not reachedcriterion. The five
_ations
were given in the order indicatd in
TaNe 1.
O~& hrning S&. The di~minanda for *
ta~ were three-dimensionalcolored objects. Fortyeight pairs of objects were chosen randomly from a
larger group. &h day one pair was presentedto a
criterioa of 9 consecutive correct ttik. In the rare
w in which criterionwas not reached in 40 t~,
training was compkted k a =cond session on the

‘,,.

’-.

.

rmsmm

Four out of the eight tasks fafied to distin~h
between the effects of inferotemporal
and lateral xcipital
lesions, although differences between operat~ and normal Ss were’
sometimes noted. The results on these four,
two sensory ta&s and two learning tasks, are
dmribed tit.
V&d F&
ad Ac~ity. On the day after
operation, ~ Ss looked well and presented no
obvious sigrts of motor loss or ticoordination,
~tio@
the three $S tith
sbte
lesions

operative days, two sttite and two inferotent@
Ss showed -11
increases in latency.
(a) mssonite discs, 3 in. in diameter, one
w-,*:
Desptie Wls, they responded as qui&y as the
COVCred with green(potitive), tie otier ~th r~ p~r;
slowet unoperated S. The increased latencies
(b) 44n. tiboard wuares each witi dtemating bti
to threads of smallest
and white paper stripes,one orientedw as to present were not r~tricted
vertid striations(positive), and the other horizontal diameter, nor to threads in a particular posistriations.
tion. Furthermore, in the =ond
visual-fields
Wh pair was first presented as a simultaneous test, none of the Ss consistently neglected
discriminationfoHowingthe same procedure as that
peanu~ in a particdar place on the board.
used for the Pattern Discriminations.Mter reaching
Patti
Strings: Rati
Pr~entation. Althe criterion on a given pair, S was trained to the
the
*me criterion on a “go, nego” succtive discrimin- though this task did not dtierentiate
ation p=nted on a testing board with a single striate group from both of the other groups, it
centered fondweu.The comect responsesin this situ- is of interest that ah
of the three striate Ss
ation were to dispke the singlestimulusif it had been
accumtiated more totil errors than the poorpreviously positive and to refrain from disptig
it
if it had been negative.The Ss were permitted 5 sec. est unoperated control. The data suggest that
in which to respond. Correct “n&go” trials were not this over-all difference between the str~te and
rewarded; incorrect “no-go” trials were simply con- control groups is accounted for mamly by
tinued for the fdl 5 sec. in the green-reddiwrimithe problems of intermediate dficulty (Fig. 2,
nation, and were corrected by the rerun method in
No.
3, 4, and 5).
the vertical-hortintal discrimination.
No abnormalities were
Food R~ognitwn.

r

Stittitkd

,

Procdures

On each of the four “sensory” &
~tney’s
(1951) three-sample test was used to evaluate the
hypothesis that the striate group was inferior to the
two other groups. If a si@cant
~erence
(p <.05)
was obtained, the Mann-~tney
test (1947) was then
used to deterfie
whether the inferotemporal group
was inferior to the unoperated controk. The same
statistical pmedures were used on eab of the four
“learning” t~s
to determine whether the inferw
temporal group was inferior to the two other groups,
and, if so, whether &e striate group was inferior to
the uno~rated controk. Except as noted, the toti
error scores for each S on all the subtests in a given
tak were used to evaluate the hypotheses.

detected in any animal. None repeatedly
examined or approached nonfood objects.
Discrimiwtian
Transfer. Inferotemporal Ss
were expected to have greater diffictity than
the other Ss in learning the successive problems
after learning the corresponding simdtaneous
discriminations. This result was obkined on
the discrimination between verti=l and horimntal striations, but was ntilfied
by the
results for the color discrimination on which
the striate group performed most poorly. It
is of interest that the group which performed
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error scores or difference limens (the
latter computed as the interpolated size difference which an S discriminated 75 YO of the
time).
Pattern-Discrimination Learning. Mean error
scores for Pattern-Discrinlirlatiorl Leaitilrig
are given in Table 1. On the first discrimination none of the operated Ss met the criterion
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FIG. 2. Mean performance of the three groups on
Patterned Strings: Random Presentation. Problems
are shown in the order of their difficulty for the normal
group.
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FIG. 3. Mean performance of tie three groups on
Stie-Diserirnination Thresholds.

most poorly on a given pair of stimuli when
these were presented successively, required
the longest time to discriminate them initially.
In contrast with the four tasks just described, each of the four others differentiated
between the operated groups. On two of these
four tisks, however, both operated groups
were inferior to the unoperated controls. The
resul~ on these two, one sensory task and one
learning task, are described next.

Sise-Discrimimtwn

Threshoti.

Ail

Ss

quic~y
learned the initial discrimination
between the 3-in. and the 6-in. discs. The mean
error scores were 5.3 for the ~erotemporal
group, 3.3 for the striate group, and 3.7 for
the control group. The data gathered on
subsequent threshold testing are graphed in
Figure 3. The striate group performed most
poorly, but the inferotemporal Ss were also
impaired relative to the controls. The same
results are obtained considering either the

within 5~ trials. On subsequent discriminations the inferotemporal
Ss learned most
slowly, but the striate group was also retarded
in learning as compared with the controls.
The degree of deficit for the operated Ss was
roughly proportional to the difficulty of the
discriminations
as measured by the error
scores of the normal group. For all three
groups the later problems were learned more
quickly than the earlier ones, but whether this
order of difficulty was related to order of
presentation or to differences inherent to the
discriminations
cannot be determined from
these data.
While the two tasks just described differentiated between the inferotemporal and striate
groups, better differentiation was found on
the two tasks described next. The results on
these indicate impairment in one operated
group but not in the other.
Patterned Strings: Criterional Training. Mean
error scores on the three patterned-string
problems presented to criterion are given in
Table 2. Only in the striate group did any S
fail to meet the criterion; in this group there
were five failures out of a possible nine.
The Ss often adopted extreme position
habits, and while maintaining these, frequently

,

J*

TABLE 1
Pattern-DiscrtilnationLearning

[

(Mean errorsto criterion)
Problem
Cross4imond
Thin-wide stripes
Squar=hecks
Star-ircle
Upright-inverted
triangle
Total

Normal Inferotemporals
Controls
131.3
32.o
7s.7
12.3
29.3
280.6

2M. 3’
209.7
196.0
187.0
183.0

1020.0

Lateral
Striates
2M .7S
127.0
153.7
116.7
98.0

740.0

a Testing discontinued—noS had reached criterion within
500trials.

,
?
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.’

TABLE 2
Pattered Strings:CriterionalTraitig
(Mean errors to criterion)
Normal
Controls

Problem

Siigle crossing
Sii
crossing
with bend
~uble crossing

3.7
3.3
102.3

I

Total

109.3

Lateraf

nferotemporak

I

striates

2::

61.3
143.&

164.7

292.3’

216.0

I

301.6

~

.
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at fit
but.ded
a~
level ofperforrnance
eq~
w @t
of the control group. No signifiant &&erence was obtiined between the
SCO~ Of tbe~ two groups, and inspection of
their curva suggests that in neither case had
the limits of learning-set formation
been
reached.
DISCUWION
Direct comparison between the effects of
lateral occipi~l and inferotempod
lesions has
rev~ed many impressive sitiarities,
but also
,.*

r

I

v

.......

TEHu
----- STRWTES
—

,.,,..
...-.

2S:36
13-24
PROSLEMS

1-12
FXG. 4. M-

~--

performance of the three groups on
on performance
of problems in-

Object ~rning Sets. Points are bd
on Trials 2 to 9 for the four bl~s
ticati.
dev~oped

,

0

large

latency

differences:

correct

res~nses were performed more quic~y than
incorrect responses, and on occasion, there
wm no response at all. This striking behavior
was noted among all groups, but in the infer~
temporal and control groups the Ss eventually
abandoned their position habits and went on
to meet the criterion. No significant d~erence
was found between the two latter groups.
Ob~wt Learning Set. Interproblem learning
curves for the three groups are presented in
Figure 4. The curves are based on Trials 2 to 9
for each of the 48 problems, divided into four
successive blocks of 12 problems each; the
scores for the last block of problems were used
in testing for dfierences
in learning-set
formation.
Despite their marked deficit relative to the
other two groups, the inferotemporal
Ss
showed some evidence of tiprovement
in
learning during the initial stages of training.
The striate group appeared to perform poorly

tia to la~l them “semory”
and ‘iiearning”
dticits.
Athough
a clmr<ut
separation between
time two tp
of impairment was found on
the pattemed+tring and l--set
problems,
it caMot be claimed that stiiate lesions produce w impairment in l~ming, or, conversely,
that inferotemporal lesions produce w sensory
defects. In lmming to discriminate painted
patterns, for example, the animals with striate
damage exhibited significant retardation relative to normals. This deficit, of course, might
be attributable to sensory defects, which could
have interfered with the discrimination of
small differences between the painted patterns.
(It might be spectiated, also, that their relatively poor performance on the color discrimination in the discrimination-transfer task,
and on the object discriminations in the initial
stages of the laming-set
task, resulted from
a spectic deficit in color vision following bilateral removal of the macdar projection field.)
For the present, however, the notion that
striate lesions produce sensory defects exclusively must remain in doubt.
The analogous attempt to restrict the effects
of inferotemporal lesions to impairment in
lmming meets with simdar dficulties. Pulling
in small surgical threads is clearly inadequate
as a measure of visual acuity, since striate
damage which ~used severe degeneration in
the macular portions of the lateral geniculate
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bodies had no consistent effects on performance
in this task. It is not surprising, therefore,
that inferotemporal damage was also without
consistent effect. lf, however, the size-discrimination threshold is accepted as a valid
measure of acuity, then it must be concluded
that inferotemporal lesions do produce a loss
in visual acuity, although less than lateral
striate lesions do.
The demonstration that there are both similarities and differences between the effects of
lesions in the two “visual areas” supports an
intermediate position (Hebb, 1949) between
the two extremes of older theory. One extreme
has set up a sharp dichotomy between “receptive” and “integrative” visual functions,
with the suggestion that these are served by
“primary” and “associative” cortical areas,
respectively (Lange, 1936; Nielsen, 1946). The
other proposed that there is no separate localization for “receptive” and “integrative”
functions (Bender & Teuber, 1949; Lashley,
1948). The compromise indicated by the present experiment is that each of the two areas
studied serves both visual functions, but not
equally weI1.The resul~ suggest a neural model
in which the centrally located inferotemporal
area is related, perhaps via the striate cortex,
to the periphery, and hence, to the neural
mechanisms of acuity. However, the inferotemporal ar= adds a new neural dimension in
vision (emerging perhaps as an elaboration of
the acuity mechanisms) which serves more
complex discrimination functions related to
learning.
S~RY

Three monkeys with lateral striate lesions,
three with inferotemporal lesions, and three
unoperated controls were trained on a series
of eight visual tasks. Four of the tasks differentiated between the operated groups, the differences being in the opposite directions for two
pairs of tests. The striate group was inferior
to the others on patterned-string problems and
on size-discrimination threshold, whtie the
inferotemporal group was inferior to the other
two groups on painted-pattern discrtilnations
and on object lmrning set. The dissociation
between the effects of striate and inferotemporal lesions was not complete, however. The
striate group showed some impairment on the

MISHKIN

painted-pattern
ferotemporal
on

the

sults

discriminations,
group

showed

size-discrimination

favor

a

theory

and

some

threshold.
which

the

in-

impairment

views

The
the

retwo

“visual
areas”
as interdependent
but which
grants priorty in acuity functions to the
striate cortex while emphasizing the importance of the inferotemporal cortex for visual
functions related to learning.
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OF ~FEROTEMPORAL
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.
Evidence has accumulated indicating that recentiy, for _ple,
that after ~nkeys with
there are @o “visual areas” in the posteri?r
~~rote-,
leak
,ue *
to discerebral cortex of monkey: the striate cort~ of
the occipital lobe and the neocortex in the
inferotemporal region. Damage to either ~~
may produce impairment in visually *
behavior, leaving behavior controlled by ox
mes
relatively intact (Orbach, 1955; Fri- Mtion that inf~t~~ml
lmions produce
bram & Barry, 1956; Weiskrantz & Misb,
impairment limited to learning. As to the
1958; WOson, 1957). The effects of the two su~ltion
that partial striate ~amage restits
lesions have never been compared directlv, but ody in sensory defects, . the evidence is inindirect comparison sugges[s that with~n the complete. Most experiments dealing with the
visual moda~ty the two deficits are distinctly
#ects of striate damage on visual discriminadifferent from each other. Thus, inferoternWral tion have been concerned chiefly with the
lesions impair learning, retention, and transfer &al performance of the operated animals, and
on a wide variety of visual discrimination it is on this measure that little or no impairproblems (Chow: 1951, 1954; Pribram & ment has been observed. The possibility reMishkin, 1955; Riopelle, Alper, Strong, & mains that subtotal striate lesions retard the
Ades, 1953) without affecting performance on rti of discrimination learning much as invarious sensory tests, i.e., tests designed to ferotemporal lesions do.
measure extent of visual fields (Rlopelle et
k short,. the dMerences between the effects
al., 1953) and visual acuity (Chow, 1951; of inferotemporal and partial striate damage
Mishkin, 1954). Large, subtotal occipital
may not be nearly as great as tiey first ap
lesions, on the other hand, produce the peared to be, To specify accurately the difdeficits from which scotomata (Harlow, 1939; ferences that do exist, and to use these difSettlage, 1939) and 1educed acuity (Spence ferences in analyzing the roles of the two areas
in visually guided behavior, the effects of
& Fulton, 1936) have been inferred, without
greatly tiecting
performance on visual damage to the two areas must be compared
discrimination problems (~uver, 1937; Sett- directly. ti the following experiment monkeys
lage, 1939).
with inferotemporal lesions, monkeys with
On closer examination, however, the ap- lateral occipitil
lesions, and unoperated
parent contrast between these two types of monkeys were compared on a series of “senvisual impairment begins to fade. It was found sory’ ‘ and “learning” tasks including those
which earlier work suggested were most likelY
1This reportis based on work performedat the
to differentiate between the two operat~
Instituteof Living and includesmaterialsadapted
groups.
fromportionsof a dissertation
directedby R. F. Jarrett
and submittedby theseniorauthorin 1956in partial
ME~OD
ftient
of the requirements
for the Ph.D. degree
at the Universityof California.This study was SUP
S&jWts
portedin part by a grantto K. H. Pribramand the
Nine e~rimenta~y
naive, immature rhesus monjunior author from the Departmentof the Army,
keys wrved as Ss. They were divided into three gouW
underContractDA49-007-MDW1.
2Presentaddress:Universityof Colorado,Boulder. of three Ss ah.
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